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General Sir Alexander Kennedy Clark 1782 – 1865 
 
 
Much has been said, televised and written about the 200th anniversary of Waterloo 
in the past few weeks but nothing has been written about the Carsphairn connec-
tion with that historic victory. Captain (as he was then) Alexander Kennedy Clark 
the great, great grandfather of Colonel John Clark Kennedy from Knockgray 
played a decisive part in the battle. 
At Waterloo he was Captain in command of the central squadron of the 1st Dra-
goons the Royals.  He captured one of the French Eagle Standards and below in his 
own words is an account of this action. 
“I did not see the Eagle and Colour, for there were Two Colours, but only one with 
an Eagle, until we had been five or six minutes engaged.  It must, I should think, 
have been originally about the centre of the column, and got uncovered from the 
change of direction. 
When I first saw it, it was perhaps about forty yards to my left and a little in my 
front.  The officer who carried it and his companions were moving with their backs 
to us and endeavouring to force their way through the crowd. 
I gave orders to my squadron, ‘Right shoulders forward Attack The Colour!’ lead-
ing direct on the point myself.  On reaching it, I ran my sword into the officer’s 
right side, a little above the hip joint. He was a little to my left side and he fell on 
that side with the Eagle across my horse’s head. I called out twice ‘Secure the Col-
our! Secure the Colour!  It belongs to me!’ this order was addressed to some men 
close to me of whom Corporal Styles was one. 
I tried to catch it with my left hand but could only touch the fringe of the flag; and 
it is probably it would have fallen to the ground, had it not been prevented by the 
neck of Corporal Styles’ horse, who came close up on my left at the instant and 
against which it fell. Corporal Styles was standard coverer; his post was immedi-
ately behind me and his duty was to follow wherever I led. 
On taking up the Eagle I endeavoured to break the Eagle off the pole with the in-
tention of putting it in the breast of my coat but I could not break it.  Corporal 
Styles said: ‘Pray Sir, do not break it’ on which I replied: ‘Very well.  Carry it to 
the rear as fast as you can.  It belongs to me. 
 
 
This article was researched by Colonel John Clark Kennedy for the 2004 and 2005 
exhibition ‘A Carsphairn Family 300 years at Knockgray’. 
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Now Where is That in the Carsphairn area? 
 

1  Trumpeting Linekar? 
 
2  “Valley of the Pig” 
 
3  Pause. Undecided perhaps. 
 
4  Top of the field. 
 
5  Larry crossing the river 
 
6  Shaun‘s lake? 
 
7  Think two where the heart is? 
 
8  Rough ground for a badger? 
 
9  Could be mistaken for Murdoch’s forest 
 
10 A mound of stones marks Cain‘s sibling 
 
11 “Baggy” and his pals following a vehicle 
 
12 Warm coat for a foggy city 
 
13 Under Pinocchio’s hat but not his nose! 
 
14 Mum almost walking leisurely  left the twins on Island on west coast. 
 
15 Wrong colour and too small to be a Cairngorm! 
 
16 Mends a crow’s call 
 
17 Site of a world ceilidh 
 
18 Surname of “Fifty Shades” trying to gain entry to the house perhaps? 
 
19 Colloq.  Hydrocephalus? Almost. 
 
20 ….and stop a diminutive Eastender’s Dirty *** Huh!                                  
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G61 to DG6 
 
It was with some apprehension that I packed my trunk in Glasgow for a summer 
in Kirkcudbrightshire working on a hill farm in Carsphairn Parish.  In 1971 I had 
just finished my second year at Glasgow’s College of Domestic Science with the 
intention of teaching but my real love was sheep!    
 
And so I arrived at Marbrack in the late afternoon of 4th July, all new jeans and 
shiny boots.  The following day I was up bright and early at 7 to chase pigeons 
off the newly sprouted crop in the ‘Enclosure’…….I was to discover that all the 
various wee hay fields had names as well as the bigger more outlying bits of the 
farm, some which were self explanatory but others like Scobie’s field which was 
at the road end behind the then semi derelict cottage at Burnfoot, now so nicely 
done up, were lost in the mists of time.  Perhaps a reader can shed some light on 
who Scobie was?  Field names can make for interesting study, but sadly they 
were no longer recorded in the 6inch maps after the 1880’s.   I am sure there is a 
story in that topic for any budding article writers…..? 
 
I digress however; by just after 8.30 a great cacophony of woolly bodies came 
down the road at the back of the house, closely followed by collies and so the real 
day’s work began.  The ewes were shed from the hogs and lambs in the buchts 
This task was made somewhat easier for a novice in that the ewes were the ones 
in the shaggy overcoats, sometimes very shaggy with bits missing.   
This was the first year the farm had moved onto machine clipping and to make 
things easier a wooden floor had been created in the byre to clip on with a special 
table for fleece rolling, made of rough planks.  The Boss and Shepherd had ‘been 
on The Course’ and the former had even made his own sacking slippers as per 
instructions….soon to be replaced by trainers as affording more protection from 
wee sharp hooves as the two danced around with the clippers!  We did 104 ewes 
that day, and dosed the lambs before returning all to their grazing for the night.  It 
was an even more deafening group that went back to the hill as lambs tried to find 
Mothers now half their size of the morning, and ewes did pirouettes of delight at 
having their winter woollies removed. 
 
And so continued the week in much the same fashion till the weekend when the 
hot weather broke and the waterproofs were brought out 
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Needless to say the shiny boots and new jeans looked nothing like they had 
on arrival and I had also acquired an old pair of sparables and a set of wellies 
from the mound in the back porch.  Wet weather jobs meant one of two things 
- painting gates indoors - a little tedious after the umpteenth one, or brashing 
wee trees in the shelter belts - least favoured by tall folk as it meant wet nee-
dles  down the neck!   
I have always felt myself hugely fortunate to have been in at the cusp of the 
old to the new in hill farming as I perceived it.  During lunch on a damp Sun-
day, a telephone call requesting help with a clipping at Garryhorn gave me the 
opportunity to take part in a ‘neighbouring’   
 
The weather had robbed Garryhorn of their scheduled day in the round of 
fellow shepherds and farmers, each gathering to clip the whole flock in one or 
two days depending on the numbers.  As the sheep were already gathered into 
fields near the house, and the day was looking like drying up a bit, they were 
grabbing what chance they could to get some at least clipped.   It was decided 
that I might go for the experience, although we were not participating in 
neighbouring this summer ourselves.    
 
Clipping at Garryhorn was a completely different occasion to that which I had 
so far experienced. Still done with hand shears, some on clipping stools, and 
most noticeably , much quieter without the clipper motor’s almost constant 
rattle.   It was possible for a story to be told round the often semi circle of 
clipping stools or chosen flattish bit covered by a sack, or for a pipe to be 
cleaned and relit while the ewe lay perfectly comfortably on her back with 
head on the clipper’s shoulder!  Since electric power was rarely available at 
the majority of buchts, unless a tractor could provide it, hand shears sharp-
ened to such perfection on an oil stone that you could almost split a hair, were 
the only option. 
 
.And then there were the dinners!   Huge china washing bowls full of mince 
or peas or new potatoes passed around, trifles in bowls a foot across……and 
gallons of tea….I must have worked hard however, because despite these 
delights , I lost weight that summer!  No need for Gyms in those days!   At 
the very last hand clipping in the Parish in July 1985 at Carminnows, I was 
overwhelmed to have my very own rice pudding placed in front of me …..in a 
2lb steak pie dish!     
 As always cooked to perfection. 
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Last hand clipping at 
Carminnows in 1985. 
Billy Fergusson about 
to take another ewe. 
Nancy leaning on the 
dyke. 

 Sheep shearing with 
electric clippers at Mar-
brack, Carsphairn,  
in the mid 1980’s 
 
 

Glossary  
SHED—separated by means of  running the flock up a narrow passage with a 
two way gate at the top to allow the ewes and lambs to be directed into 2 pens. 
BUCHTS - Dry stone pens (often) with some wooden rails to prevent the high 
hill sheep climbing out in places! 
SPARABLES—A name more common in Ayrshire, stout leather boots made on 
a last that turns up the toes so aiding walking on steep ground, with the addition 
of stud/nails/tackets! 
BRASHING—Trimming the lower branches and grass around very young trees 
to aid growth and access into plantations/shelter belts 
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A New Look and An Editorial Change... 
 
The previous story was written by your new Editor, Anne Talman.   
Although coming from Glasgow the family’s roots are in the Doon Valley /
Carsphairn area. Very grateful thanks go to  all previous  compilers of the 
newsletter, not least for help and advice given. 
 Any comments on the new look, or suggestions for future newsletters will be 
much appreciated. Likewise photos of activities you would like to share and 
which relate to the history of the people and places in the Parish are especially 
valuable.  Talk to the grannies and grandpas and get their stories down on pa-
per for future generations to enjoy! 

John Woolner from Devon, was recreating cycling of the past when he popped 
into the Centre for a water bottle refill on the 29th June.  He had cycled from 
Prestwick that morning and was hoping to camp at Castle Douglas.  He is rais-
ing funds for the Charity Cycling for All cycling from John O’Groats to Lands 
End. (Details for donations on back page) 
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MOVING FORWARD…..                                         

The  Heritage  Group  Committee  would  like  to  sincerely  thank  all  our 
members for their continued support over the years. We feel it is impor‐
tant  that  the Group endeavours  to move  forward and attempts  to pro‐
mote our popularity amongst the younger generation. The very essence 
of Heritage is evolution and in order for us to appeal to our children and 
grandchildren we have  recently  embarked upon  a much needed  social 
media campaign. Therefore, please can we kindly ask that you encourage 
your  family and  friends  to  ‘like’ our Facebook Page. We aim  to  fill  this 
page with useful information, photographs and interesting snippets…..we 
very much hope you enjoy it. 

Find us at:   www.facebook.com/Carsphairnheritagecentre?ref=hl  

GETTING IN TOUCH 

PAGE 3 QUIZ 
Use your local knowledge, a map, even Google! to solve the sometimes cryptic 
clues to find names of farms or houses in the  
Carsphairn area.  First all correct answer picked from those submitted by 1st 
August, either in person at the Heritage Centre or by post/email - wins a heri-
tage pen!!   (No need to destroy your newsletter!!But don’t forget your contact 
details!) 
 
ITEMS FOR INCLUSION in the newsletter, including pictures, are very wel-
come—without them there would be no newsletter—can be sent by email to   
kilmein@btinternet.com   , or left at the Heritage Centre addressed to Anne Tal-
man.   Next newsletter deadline is 21st September. 
 
Stop press! 
 
Cycling for All Charity 1149065  
www.totalgiving.co.uk/mypage/pennyforyourthoughts 
 


